Modern Day Caveman Cooking
By Ethan Beals
Do you know what the best barbeque’s are? The best charcoal barbecue is the Weber 22.5-inch onetorch silver 741001 grill. The best you can get and there are many others for example there are the best
portable and the best gas. There are the best price and the best at the rest. Do you know what the best
barbecues are? In the lower parts I will tell you the best of all and the ones that have the best warranty.

The Best charcoal BBQ’s

Weber 22.5-inch One-Touch Silver 741001 Grill
The Weber 22.5-inch one-torch silver 741001 grill is
the best charcoal barbecue that you can get. The
Weber is ranked 4.5 out of a possible 5! It is also
the best priced barbecue that you can get it only
costs 69.02 (at minimum), and the only fuel that
you need I charcoal. Its height is 38.5 inches and it
only weighs 34 pounds. You also get another great
deal because you get a ten year limited warranty. It
also has wheels for easy on the go movement.

The Best Gas Powered BBQ’s
Weber Summit Gold A4 5710001 Grill
The Weber summit gold A4 5710001 grill is at
the top of the line but it costs 999.oo-1,018 dollars.
But the good thing is, is that it has a lifetime
warranty on it so if it ever brakes you still have the
warranty. It weighs 208 pounds it has 4 burners and
the fuel is liquid propane. It has two wheels for easy
on the go work and is rated 4.5 out of 5. It has its
own little working area for placing food and a good
amount of storage space.

Weber 22.5 inch One-Touch Silver

Char-Broil American Gourmet Deluxe 4201100
Smoker
The Char-broil American Gourmet Deluxe
4201100 smoker lowest price is 147 dollars and has
no warranty. But it has a work area were you can
put your food when you are working. Its fuel is only
charcoal and is rated 4.5 out of 5. It is the second
best bye in the charcoal department and is the
second best of all of them!

Weber Summit Gold A4

Weber Genesis Gold B 6840001 Grill
The Weber genesis gold B 6840001 Weber has a
lifetime warranty. It has a side burner and a work
area for extra things and storage area. It also has a
warming basket warming wheels and 4 wheels. It is
powered by natural gas and has three burners. It’s
63 inches high and the width of it is 65 inches. Also
you just have to push a button and it starts up but
the bad thing is that it might fail on you and the
lowest price is 699 dollars!

Char-Broil American Gourmet
Weber Genesis Bold B
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Information was gathered from:

The Best Portable BBQ’s

Weber Portable Q220 566001 Grill
This is the best portable bbq that you can have
it is ranked 5 out of 5 it is the best that you can get
around here. It also only weighs 34 pounds and
has a five year warranty just encase you drop it
or something happens to it. Also for such a small
thing there is a working area on it for extra working
place, and instead of using fuel or other thing it is a
push button start but that means it mite fail on you
so that is a bad thing about it. It uses propane and
is a stainless steal color.

http://bbq.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?zi=1/
XJ&sdn=bbq&zu=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.woodflame.
com%2Fen%2Fdelecto.php%23
http://bbq.about.com/cs/portablegrills/tp/aatp050804.htm

Weber Portable Q220
Woodflame Delecto
The Woodflame Delecto weighs 17.6 pounds
and there are nine settings on it. It is 11.5 inches
high. It has a 1-year warranty on all the parts and
a 5-year warranty on the body. The body is all
aluminum and there is a lid included for smoking
the food (if needed). It has no hazardous parts on it
there is now propane to light, and you do not need
to stand because the blower forces the up. It costs
around 250 dollars!

Woodflame Delecto
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